A reliable
data management
solution that puts
all your data in
context.

Seamlessly connects data from
multiple information systems.

Easily connects to any combination of
PLCs and RTUs using built-in drivers.

Your Information… Smarter TM

Instantly Intuitive SCADA

eRIS is a reporting, decision support, and
integration platform that is proven to
simplify and improve a client’s use of its
VTScada data. eRIS leverages the power
and investments already made in existing
SCADA systems and centralizes the
access point to enterprise data.
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VTScada improves the whole SCADA/HMI
life cycle by integrating core SCADA
components into one easy-to-use package.
This unique design allows you to create
world-class applications in less time and
maintain them indefinitely. Industries that
stand to benefit from VTScada include
water and wastewater, oil and gas, power
generation, and broadcasting.

LOGBOOKS

Working together
to make your data work together

Leveraging
Your Existing Systems

Trihedral and eRIS are happy to announce the addition of
VTScada to the long list of popular third-party platforms that can
feed data into eRIS systems. The interface greatly simplifies the
process of connecting to VTScada’s built-in Historian and using
that data to generate charts, graphs, tables, and ad-hoc reports in
regularly accessible formats. Another one of the many benefits of
combining eRIS with your VTScada is the capacity to easily manage and analyze SCADA and enterprise data.

Thanks to its expansive flexibility, eRIS can hook into almost any
data source, allowing you to dovetail your historical SCADA data
with information from other relational databases. This capability
leverages the investments already made in existing systems and
centralizes the access point to enterprise data. Combining eRIS
and VTScada also improves accessibility by allowing authorized
operators and administrators to launch eRIS on every SCADA
server across the facility.

Key Benefits

Bring All Your Data to Life

• Visualize trends over time, and manage, analyze, and report on
information in a comprehensive way.
• Meet regulatory compliance and understand operational situations
before key decision-making.

We are happy to talk with you about how eRIS and VTScada
can help your team get the most from their systems.

[ erisdelivers.com ]

eRIS Connects Your Systems

erisdelivers.com
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